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The SEC's Final
Whistleblower Rules &

Their Impact on Internal
Compliance
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BY STEPHEN M. KOHN

Stephen M Kohn IS the Executive Director of the National Whistleblower Center, a partner in the law firm
of Kohn, Kohn and Colaplnto, LLP and the author of The Whistleblower's Handbook (Lyons Press, 2011)
This artcle is derived, In part, from the forthcoming second edition of The Handbook. Mr Kohn provided
assistance to the Senate Banking Committee staff during the drafting of the Dodd-Frank Act's whistle-
blower protection provisions and was extensively involved in the SEC's rulemaking process, including
making formal presentations to SEC Staff and each individual Commissioner A special thanks to Lindsey
M Williams and Owen Dunn for their contributions to this article.

On August 12, the Securities and Ex-
change Commission's (SEC's) Final Rules
implementing the Dodd-Frank Wall Street
Reform Act's whistleblower rewards pro-
YIsions became effective. i During the rule-

making process, more than 1,500 indi-
viduals, public interest groups, lobbyist

and corporations had filed formal, on-the-
record comments. The Final Rules have
a far-reaching impact on all corporate in-
ternal compliance programs in the United
States and have, in fact, rewritten the basic
framework for which companies regulated
by the SEC must manage their internal
compliance programs.

Although whistle/blowing is always a
highly controversial topic, it was the issue
of "internal compliance" and the impact
of the Dodd-Frank Act's securities fraud
reward provisions on existing corporate
ethics programs that raised the greatest
amount of concern within the regulated
community. In the end, the SEC's rules inte-

grated ideas both from the corporate com-
munity and from public interest advocates.

The SEC whistleblower rules enhance
internal reporting mechanisms and protect
the right of employees to disclosure cor-

porate fraud. The details of the rules are
complex and easily misunderstood by cor-

porate managers, compliance official and
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From the EDITOR

SEC at a Crossroads: Scandals

Continue to Flare as Reform
legislation Emerges

While the Securities and Exchange Commission
may find itself at a crossroads-beset by several
continuing scandals, reeling from a recent court
decision and facing a Congress intent on rework-
ing the agency-the agency may take some cold

comfort from that fact that it has been here before.
First, the scandals-on one hand, the SEC is

dealing with the \'ery uncomfortable revelations
that it was destroying records of its preliminary
investigations, and possibly continued to do so
long after it was told to stop. ~ow, Congress and
the Kational Archives, the agency that oversees

federal record-retention, are ramping up their
scrutiny of the SEC's document policies and how
the SEC dealt with these allegations and the SEC
employee-turned-whistleblower who brought
them forward.

Another dark cloud for the SEC is the possible
criminal investigation said to be brewing against
D,n'id ~1. Becker, the former SEC general coun-
sel, who helped set the SEC's recommendations
for compensating the victims of the ~ladoff Ponzi
scheme even though he apparently had a financial
stake in the result.

Both scandals, despite their very different de-
tails, have similar themes--over-up, cronyism
and the ever-re\"h-ing door between the SEC and
large Wall Street law firms-that too oftlln seem

to surface whene\-e the SEC gets some bad press.
For example, Becker was hired at the insistence of
SEC Chairman ~lary Schapiro, and early allega-
tions of Becker's conflict of interest were brushed
off. So too in the document-shredding scandal

is the whiff of something much more serious as
questions now arise as to whether documents

were destroyed pertaining to more than just infor-
mal preliminary investigations and possibly were
done to keep the heat off certain Wall Street firms.

Second, the court ruling-in July, a U.S. dis-
trict court tossed out the SEC's proxy access rule,
which provided shareholders with means to nom-
inate and elect board directors. The court specifi-
cally cited the SEC's failure to properly analyze
the costs and benefits of the rule. The decision

was a huge setback for the SEC, as it had made
shareholder proxy access a centerpiece in its in-
vestor advocacy battles of the past few years.

These recent events couldn't have come at a
worse time for the SEC (as if there is a good time
for such things to come up). Several top members
of Congress ha\'e made no secret of their disdain
for the SEC, and ha\'en't been shy about using the
recent scandals as a bludgeon. ;\ow, two pieces of
pending legislation-the SEC ~lodernization Act

of 2011 and the SEC Regulatory Accountability
Act--ould well change the mission and trajec-
tory of the SEC.

The SEC ~lodernization Act proposes to re-
form the internal organization of the SEC, and
alters its divisional make-up and the chain of
command while creating se\'eral new offices. (For
more on the ~lodernization Act, see the Septem-
ber 2011 issue of Wall Street L71l'yer, voL. 15, no.
9.) The SEC Regulatory Accountability Act pro-
poses to change how the Commission makes rules
for those entities it o\'ersees, emphasizing the need
for a cost-benefit analysis of any proposed rules.

All of this came to a head September 15, when
the House Financial Sen' ices C( mmittee held
hearing entitled" Fixing the Watchdog: Legisla-

tive Proposals to Improve and Enhance the Se-
curities and Exchange Commission," at which
Chairman Schapiro testified.

Outlining the difficulties facing the SEC, Scha-
piro told the Committee: "A critical challenge
facing SEC management is determining how best
to stage follow-up work in the current resource-
constrained em-ironment... our follow-up pro-

cess has been focused on thinking strategically
and prioritizing the various initiatives."

For Schapiro's and the SEC's sake, that thinking

and prioritizing better happen pretty fast, before
the SEC and its investor protection mandate are
irreparably damaged in the political process.

-GREGG WIRTH, MANAGING EDITOR
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whistleblowers. Key to the success of the SEC's

whistleblower rewards program is a comprehen-
sive understanding of the intricacies of the Final
Rules and an understanding of how they will
strengthen voluntary corporate compliance while

protecting whistle blowers. 2

The Argument over Internal
Compliance

More than 25 years ago, the relationship be-
tween internal compliance programs and whis-
tleblowing got off on the wrong foot. One of
the earliest disputes in whistleblower law was
whether or not an employee's communication

with internal compliance programs constituted a
protected whistleblower disclosure under federal
whistle blower protection laws.
In 1984, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

Fifth and ~inth Circuits split over the issue of
protected internal disclosures. The Ninth Circuit
held that these disclosures are protected,; while

the Fifth Circuit held that they are not. The Fifth

Circuit, in the case of Brown 0- Root l'. Dono-
mn, held that employees who raised nuclear safe-
ty issues internally could be fìred and were not
protected under federal law.4 This split in legal
authority continues and has resulted in numer-

ous whistleblowers having their cases thrown out
of court simply because they blew the whistle to
their supervisors or their compliance programs in-
stead of to the government.

In the 25 years that followed the Brown and
Root decision, corporations that addressed this
issue in court uniformly argued that employees

who raised concerns to their managers or their
internal compliance programs were not protected
under federal whistle blower laws and could be

fired. They often won these cases. ' /

These legal positions pointed out a flaw in the
arguments raised by the Chamber of Commerce
and its allies during the Dodd-Frank rulemaking
proceeding. How could corporations argue to the
SEC that employees should be compelled to re-
port allegations to internal compliance programs
while arguing at the same time in courts through-
out the United States that these same employees

-

Q
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could be fìred if they reported allegations to their

compliance programs?
The first whistle blower case decided under the

Dodd-Frank Act illuminated the contradictory
nature of the Chamber's argument. In Egan u.

TradingScreen, Inc.," the employee had report-
ed serious allegations of fraud to his company's
Board of Directors and thereafter had worked
with outside legal counsel (Latham and Watkins)
appointed by TradingScreen's Board of Directors

to im'estigate the frauds. The investigation proved

that the whistleblower was correct. Latham and

Watkins made its report. The wrongdoer (who
was the CEO) remained in his job and escaped
punishment. The whistle blower was fired.

When the U.S. District Court for the Southern
District of )Jew York heard the case, the respected

corporate law firm of Morgan Lewis represented
TradingScreen. Morgan Lewis argued that inter-
nal whistleblowing, even under Dodd-Frank, was
not protected. They urged the court to uphold
the termination on these technical legal grounds.
"lorgan Lewis prevailed, and the worker's dis-
charge was upheld. Internal reports were not
protected. The court held that since the whistle-

blower had not reported his concerns to the SEC
he could be fìred.

Incredibly, the same law firm that won the
Egan case and set precedent under Dodd-Frank

that internal reporting is not protected then filed a
rulemaking petition with the SEC supporting the
position of the Chamber of Commerce. Morgan
Lewis argued to the SEC that internal whistle-
blowing was extremely important and should be
required under the Final Rules.

In their December 17, 2010, letter to the SEC,
"lorgan Lewis wrote that:

~

The Commission should mandate that in-

dividuals report their information though
their companies' internal reporting chan-

nels... in order for individuals to qualify

as whistleblowers. Once an individual has
reported the alleged misconduct internally,

the employee should be required to wait
180 days to permit the company to investi-
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n gate the alleged misconduct properly, and
address it.7

Thus, under the ~lorgan Lewis theory of whis-
tleblowing, all whistle blowers would be required
to report their concerns internally. At that point,
they could be legally fìred. Only after whistle-
blowers haw exhaust the 180-day time period-

during which they are susceptible to retaliation-

can they contact the SEC and make a protected
disclosure.

Although only ~organ Lewis was brash
enough to argue both positions during the actual

rulemaking proceeding, the Chamber of Com-
merce and other corporate lobbyists implicitly
made the same argument when they demanded
that the SEC force employees to report their con-
cerns internally. At the same time, howewr, they
failed to repudiate the years of case-law prece-

dent advocated by these same corporate interests,
which held that companies could fìre employees

who reported allegations of fraud internally.
The ~ational Whistleblowers Center (KWC),

which has strongly supported the right of employ-

ees to report concerns internally to compliance
departments since its formation in 1988, jumped
on this inherent flaw in the Chamber's argument.
From the :\WC's very first meeting with SEC staff
in August 2010 to its final communications with
the SEC approximately one week before the Fi-
nal Rule was voted on, the l"WC provided the
Commission with scores of legal precedent in
which courts throughout the U.S. approved the
arguments raised by members of the Chamber of
Commerce that internal whistleblowers could be

fìred. When the Egan case was decided, the NWC
issued a special letter to the SEC explaining its
dangerous precedent.'

The l\WC pointed out to the Commission how
legal arguments by the Chamber of Commerce
members in fact undermined corporate compli-
ance programs. The 1\ 'WC understood from its
years of experience in this area that many whis-
tleblowers voluntarily contact compliance depart-
ments, and that communications with compli-
ance needs to be protected, in the same way as
contacts with government agencies needed to be
protected. Instead of trying to divide compliance
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and whistleblowing, the :-WC urged the SEC to
adopt rules that harmonized the two concepts:

treat internal and external whistleblowing equally
under the Dodd-Frank Act.

In its December 17, 2010, rulemaking petition
the ~'WC stated:

(Tlhe (SECJ should establish a rule that

contacts with internal compliance depart-
ments and employee supervisors have the
same protection as contacts with the SEC.

Given the corporate track record on these

issues, this mandate must be established
by formal rule... . Should an internal com-
plaint result in a finding of a violation and
lead to the (SECJ issuing a fine, penalty, or

disgorgement, the employee whose appli-
cation was submitted thorough the internal
complaint process shall be fully eligible for
a reward. With these rules in place, corpo-
rations would be free to develop and uti-
lize their internal compliance programs to
encourage employees to report problems
within the company without undermining
an employee's unequivocal statutory right
to file a claim directly with the (SECJ.9

The l\WCs formal rulemaking "Conclusion
#7" stated as follows:

By formal rule, the SEC must establish that
disclosures submitted to internal compli-

ance programs be afforded the same level
of protection as direct disclosures to the

SEC. In this regard, the SEC should estab-
lish, by rule, that it will consider a claim
or disclosures fied internally within a com-
pany to constitute a formal request for a
reward under SEC § 12F. The SEC should es-

tablish rules to adjudicate these claims... .

Thereafter, in a January 25, 2011, meeting be-
tween ~'WC and SEC Staff, the l''WC provided
specific language as to how to harmonize the
rights of employees to report allegations of fraud
both internally and externally. The NWC pro-
posed language that would permit whistleblow-

ers to raise their concerns internally. The language
would then require the company to conduct an
investigation and self-report violations to the

.. . .
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SEC and the whistleblower would thereafter be
entitled to a reward based on his or her internal
disclosures. 

Iii

The Final Rules

The Right of Employees to Contact the
SEC or Report Concerns to Corporate

Compliance Programs

The SEC Final Rules permit employees to re-
port violations directly to the SEC without first
reporting the violations to a supervisor or the

company's compliance department. 
1 1 Even if an

employee is not qualified for a reward, the SEC
rules prohibit retaliation against employees who
provide information to the SEC and make ha-
rassment or retaliation against these employees a
regulatory offense. 

12

Consistent with the proposal filed by the NWC,
the SEC wanted to create a "clear alternative
path," giving employees a choice between filing
their complaints with the SEC directly or with
their company's internal compliance program.
To make this choice real, the SEC authorized the
payment of rewards to employees regardless of
whether the employee made his or her initial dis-
closure to a compliance department or the SEC.
The SEC also created "incentives for employees
to utilize their company's internal compliance sys-

tems."I;
These incentives are as follows:

1. If a whistleblower reports a violation inter-

nally to the company's compliance program,
the company investigates the allegation, and

the company self-reports the violation to the
SEC, the whistleblower can qualify for a re-
ward based on the self-reported violations,

even if the initial allegation resulted in the
company discovering larger violations;

2. If the whistleblower report his or her allega-

tions to the SEC within 120 days of the in-
ternal report, the \vhistleblower is entitled to

a full reward based on his/her disclosures to
internal compliance;
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3. The SEC will take internal reports into con-
sideration when e\'aluating how large of a
reward a whistleblower should be granted.
It will potentially provide larger rewards to
whistleblowers who attempted to utilize in-
ternal compliance programs first;

l

4. Although not discussed in the SEC rules, if
a company attempts to cover-up the whistle-
blower's allegations, the ultimate sanctions

issued by the SEC could be much larger.14
Thus, if the SEC reviews the matter and de-
termines that the company's internal compli-
ance process was deficient in its response to
a whistleblower allegation, there is a high
probability that the SEC will issue far more
serious fines and sanctions against the of-
fending company,

In its official "Fact Sheet" on the SEC whistle-
blower program, the SEC's Office of the Whistle-
blower explained its policies concerning reward-
ing employees who choose to initially raise their
concerns within the company:

Although internal reporting is not required
to be considered for an award, you may be
eligible for an award for information you
reported internally if you also report the
information to (the SEC) within 120 days

of reporting it internally. Under these cir-
cumstances, (the SEC) wil consider your

place in line for determining whether your
information is 'original information' to be
the date you reported it internally, In addi-
tion, if the company to which you reported
conducts an investigation and reports the
results to (the SEC), you will benefit from

all the information the Company's investi-
gation turns up when (the SEC) is consider-
ing whether you should receive an award
and if so where the award should fall in
the 10% to 30% range.15

Under this rule, employees who report internal-
ly will still qualify for rewards if they also report
their concerns to the SEC within 120 days. This
l20-day rule creates an incentive for companies
to conduct competent, independent and timely in-

ternal investigations. If, at the end of the l20-day
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n time period, the company determines that there
was a violation and self-reports to the SEC, the
initial internal whistle blower can still qualify for
a reward and benefit from the company's internal
inwstigation and self-report.

Under the new rule, if the compliance inves-
tigation is competent and independent and de-
termines that there is no material violation, the
case should be closed. However, if the company
botches or stalls the investigation, or engages in a
cover-up, the employee will have every incentive
to file \vith the SEC. The employee can raise com-
plaints not only regarding the initial allegations,
but also on the failure of the company's internal
compliance program.

Thus, by creating a safe-harbor for employees

to utilize internal compliance programs, the SEC
addressed the major fear raised by corporations
that the majority of employees would go straight
to the government for a large cash reward. In-
deed, the SEC created incentiws for employees to
utilize existing corporate compliance programs in

the following ways:

· First, they ensured that whistle blowers could

still fully qualify for rewards if they filed in-
ternal reports; and

I

· Second, they created a rule that could increase
the amount of a reward paid if an employee
first attempted to resoh-e his or her concerns
within the company.

\

In this way, the SEC minimized the incentive for
employee to bypass internal compliance.

Howewr, if a company's compliance program
had a bad reputation or the company had a his-
tory of retaliation, whistleblowers were still law-
fully permitted to bypass internal channels and
file claims directly with the SEC. "'loreover, these
claims could be filed anonymously in otder to
protect the employee from retaliation. The deci-
sion whether or not to file internally or externally
was left to the sound discretion of the employee.

In this manner, the SEC used its rulemaking
authority to create incentives on companies to
have aggressive and well-managed compliance
programs that employees would feel comfort-
able using. This was the SEC's explicit intent. In
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the Commentary on the Final Rule, the SEC ex-
plained its rationale behind this rule as follows:

¡O)ur approach should encourage compa-
nies to continue to strengthen their in-
ternal compliance programs in an effort
to promote internal reporting. Potential
whistleblowers are more likely to ¡re-
port)". internally when they believe that
the company or entity has a good internal
compliance program-;,e. a compliance

program that will take their information
seriously and not retaliate. We anticipate
that companies will recognize this, take
steps to promote a corporate environment
where employees understand that internal
reporting can have a constructive result.16

The Right of Compliance Officials to
Blow the Whistle

The SEC Final Rules also address the rights of
employees engaged in compliance functions to
blow the whistle. Again, the SEC reached a mid-
dle ground between the conflicting positions.

The Final Rules ha\'e an initial disqualifica-
tion for employees who perform compliance or
audit-related functions. But this disqualification
has four major exceptions. Based on these excep-

tions, most compliance-related employees should
still be able to qualify for a reward if their com-
pany fails to implement an independent, trusted,
and well-managed compliance program. ¡-

The initial scope of the disqualification, before
the exceptions, is wry broad. Employees, direc-
tors and outside consultants who "learn" of
violations "in connection with" a company's in-
ternal compliance program are disqualified from
obtaining whistleblower rewards. This includes

all employees who "obtained the information"
about potential violations because the employee
was:

· "An officer, director, trustee, or partner" in
the company, and "learned the information
in connection with the entity's process for
identifying, reporting, and addressing pos-
sible violations of law";

2 3
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· "An employee whose principal duties involve
compliance or internal audit responsibili-
ties";

· A person "associated with a firm retained to
conduct an inquiry or investigation into pos-
sible violations of law" or an employee of a
"firm retained to conduct compliance func-
tions"; and

· An employee of a "public accounting firm"
and the employee "obtained the information
through the performance of an engagement

required of an independent accountant under
the Federal securities law." IS

However, this disqualification terminates, and
these compliance-related employees become eli-
gible to file whistle blower claims and obtain re-
wards, if anyone of four exceptions is met. These
exceptions are broad and place a premium on
companies properly funding their compliance

programs and ensuring that these programs do
not cover up any misconduct.

The four exceptions are:

1. If the "disqualified" employee has a "reason-

able basis" to believe that providing the infor-
mation immediately to the SEC is "necessary
to prevent" the company "from engaging in
conduct that is likely to cause substantial in-
jury to the financial interest" of the corpora-
tion or investors;

2. If the disqualified employee has a "reason-

able basis" to believe that the company is
engaging in conduct "that will impede an in-
vestigation of the misconduct";

3. "At least 120 days has elapsed since the

employee provided the information to the
relevant entity's audit committee, chief le-
gal officer, chief compliance officer (o~ their
equivalents) or his or her supervisor"; or

4. At least 120 days has elapsed since the em-

ployee has "personal awareness that ¡theJ

company's audit committee, chief legal offi-
cer, chief compliance officer (or their equiva-
lents) or ¡his or herl supervisor were made
aware of the information."I~

.
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These four exceptions are well-designed to
ensure that companies conduct expeditious and
aggressive investigations regarding credible al-
legations of misconduct. They also ensure that
companies do not cover up investigation findings.

The first exception governs a situation when a
compliance-related official learns of a major fraud

that could cause immediate harm to investors or
the company. It only makes sense to encourage

that official to immediately contact the SEC. This
is the type of case that the SEC should be prompt-
ly informed of, especially because innocent inves-
tors could suffer significant losses. The SEC rule is
common sense; companies should encourage this
form of reporting.

The second exception relates to any form of
misconduct that impacts a company's compliance

efforts. There are numerous cases in which au-
ditors and compliance officials have complained
about retaliation for doing their job of investigat-
ing fraud. There are other cases in which compli-
ance professionals have faced significant pressure
when trying to do their jobs. This rule creates a
much-needed disincentive directed at any manag-
ers who seek to thwart an aggressive compliance-

related investigation. If a Chief Compliance Of-
ficer or an auditor faces pressure to engage in a
cover-up, those officials can immediately report
their concerns to the SEC and qualify for rewards.
Under this rule, corporate managers who retali-
ate against employees who perform compliance
functions risk triggering the right of their employ-
ees to report such misconduct to the SEC. These
compliance officials would also have to report the
improper company attempts to harass its compli-

ance staff ancIor cover-up misconduct in order to
qualify for the reward.

The final two exceptions are the most impor-
tant. They create a tremendous incentive on

companies to properly fund their compliance

departments and to provide them with the tools
they need to conduct a timely and independent

investigation. Under these exceptions, a report
of misconduct to an appropriate official within a
company triggers a l20-day clock. At the end of
the 120-day time period, any employee who has
obtained significant information about the poten-
tial violation due to their investigatory functions

~

)

)
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() is free to blow the whistle to the SEC and qualify

for large rewards. By the end of the l20-day time
period, a significant number of corporate employ-

ees could know the substance of the initial allega-
tion.

As can be seen from these exceptions, if a com-
pany does not have a well-developed internal
compliance program, it will not be able to meet
its obligations under the l20-day rule. Thereafter,
cill employees who perform compliance-related
functions, from the Chairman of the Audit Com-
mittee all the way down to a low-level accountant

or line-auditor, are free to blow the whistle to the
SEC and collect a reward, even if they learned of
the alleged violations as part of their official du-
nes.

The pressure that the l20-day rule places on
corporate compliance programs was intention-
ally strict. The SEC wanted to use this rule as an
incentive to have companies properly fund their
compliance programs and ensure that they pro-
mote a culture that is not hostile to whistleblow-
ers. In the commentary on the Final Rules, the
SEC explained this intent:(

(I)ssuers who previously may have under-
invested in internal compliance programs
may respond to our rules by making im-
provements in corporate governance gen-
erally. and strengthening their internal
compliance programs in particular.20

'- )

The Immediate Impact on Employees

Who Perform Compliance Functions
During the debate leading up to the approval

of the SEC's Final Rules, representatives from the

corporate community strenuously argued that
properly functioning internal corporate c9mpli-
ance programs would playa central role in fraud
prewntion and detection. The SEC took the busi-
ness community at its word and created rules
that clearly encourage corporations to implement
well-managed, independent and effective cor-
porate compliance programs. These rules haw
placed more responsibility on the Chief Com-
pliance and Ethics Officers (CCEO), who must

.CUIL: l I.' Vä.' \ih' L: J.f
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now oversee a whistleblower-friendly post-Dodd-
Frank environment.

First, whistle blowers have a strong incentive to

initially use a corporation's internal compliance
program. But if the compliance program fails,
that whistleblower has every right to report his
or her allegations to the SEC and also to provide
information to the SEC concerning the failure of
the compliance inwstigation.

Second, if the corporate compliance program
engages in any form of misconduct in respond-
ing to the whistleblower allegations, or if other
managers within the company try to pressure the
compliance program to cover-up wrongdoing,

ei'ery employee within that company's compli-
ance program is free to report this misconduct
to the SEC, to report information concerning the
underlying violations to the SEC, and to qualify
for a full reward. Thus, a CCEO must not only
ensure that his or her program operates indepen-
dently and honestly, but must also ensure that his
or her program is free from improper influence
from operational programs and those accused of
misconduct. Again, misconduct occurring during
the im'estigation of a whistleblower's concerns

unlocks the right for ei'ery employee within the
company's compliance program to contact the
SEC and qualify for a monetary whistleblower
reward.
Third, if a compliance department's misman-

agement or lack of resources prevents it from
completing investigations within the l20-day
grace period, ei'eT)' employee working in the
compliance area becomes eligible to file a reward
application with the SEC and-if he or she meets
the criteria-obtain a monetary reward. The fail-
ure of the compliance program to meet complete
im'estigations in a timely manner will again place
the CCEO under the microscope, raising serious
questions about its competence in performing in-
vestigations.

Conversely, these rules provide strong incen-

tives for a company's CEO and Board of Direc-
tors to properly fund and ensure the indepen-

dence of their compliance program. This was the
intent of the SEC. The Commission wanted to see
top corporate managers approve "improvements
in corporate governance," and the "strengthen-
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ing" of internal compliance. They intended that
the rules would induce Boards of Directors and
CEOs to "take steps to promote" a corporate cul-
ture in which employees would feel free to con-
tact a company's internal compliance department
without fear of retaliation and with confidence

that the program was independent and properly
managed.21

Conclusion
During the rulemaking debate oyer the SEC's

whistle blower program, the critical role em-
ployees play in identifying fraud was fully docu-
mented.22 The goal of the SEC's whistleblower

program is to encourage employees to do the
"right thing" and report serious frauds (the pro-

gram only coyers major frauds that will result in
sanctions exceeding $1 million dollars.) The SEC
ultimately concluded that implementing a pro-
gram that could encourage employees to report
fraud was critical to the health of markets. Far
from imposing a "burden on competition," the
SEC understood that its whistleblower program
had the potential to boost the markets and have
a strong "pro-competitiye effect." As explained

by the SEC:

(81y increasing the likelihood that miscon-
duct wil be detected, the rules should
reduce the unfair competitive ad-

vantages that some companies can

achieve by engaging in undetected

violations.23
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Review of Court
Decision Vacating Its
Proxy Access Rule

SEC Also Confirms its Stay

Will Be Lifted on Rule 14a-8

Amendments Permitting Proxy

Access Shareholder Proposals
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On July 22, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit vacated the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission's (SEC's) proxy
access rule, Rule 14a-l1. i As adopted by the SEC,
Rule 14a-l1 would have provided shareholders
with an alternative means to nominate and elect
directors as it would have required companies to


